We define a dual action
Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize the Takesaki's duality of crossed products for locally compact abelian groups to that for a non abelian one [18, 13] .
To see the situation more precisely we shall prepare some results which are necessary for Takesaki's duality. We first notice that a necessary and sufficient condition for an isomorphism a of M into M® L°°(G) to be induced from an action is that a satisfies the commutative diagram :
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where e is the identity automorphism and d is given by (1.5), (Theorem 2.1). Let jR(G) be the von Neumann algebra generated by the regular representation of G on L 2 (G). The crossed product M® a G is then defined as the von Neumann algebra generated by a(M) and 1®R(G).
Here, we denote M® a G by N. Then the same diagram holds for the action a dual to a of the dual group G on AT:
Making use of these a and a, we can state Takesaki's duality as follows:
(M® a G)® 5 G~M®B(L 2 (G)) 3 where A~B means that A is isomorphic to B. Let F be the Fourier transformation of L 2 (G) onto L 2 (G) and ft a mapping of N into N ®JR(G) defined by /?=(Adl®F)oa. Let /I be the regular representation of G on L 2 (G) and y a mapping given by (1.5). Since by (1.8) , ft satisfies 9 and a coincides with f$ up to the spatial isomorphism Adl®F. We shall call an isomorphism satisfying the commutative diagram (*) a dual action. ($ is then a dual action which is dual to a. By using a dual action we shall define a crossed dual product N®^G of N by G as the von Neumann algebra (**) (J8(N), 1®#(G)}" ( = Adl®F(JV®,G)),
N JL> N®R(G) N®R(G) -^ N®R(G)®R(G)

(Definition 2.2). Then the Takesaki's duality is restated as follows:
(M® a G)®)jG~M®£(L 2 (G)).
Changing the roles of {a, G} and {a, G} and applying the Fourier transformation, we have where ft is the action dual to /?, (Theorem 2.3). Since Theorem 2.1 holds for a general locally compact group as well, the diagram (*) and the crossed dual product (**) have their meanings even when G is not necessarily abelian. Therefore our generalizations are obtained in the same forms as above in Theorems 3.1 and 7.1. The contents of this paper is the following: 0. Introduction 1. Preliminary 2. Dual action /? and crossed dual product 3. Duality for crossed product by a 4. Some technical lemmas for f$ 5. Spectrum of /? 6. Fixed points of a and /? 7. Duality for crossed dual product by /? 8. Haga's factorization of crossed product 9. Appendix. Here, the reader who wants to know directly the Takesaki's duality of the second type, can skip Sections 5 and 6, which are prepared only for Corollaries 7.4, 7.5 and Section 8. In Section 8 we shall give a sufficient condition for a crossed product M® a G and a crossed dual product N® d p G to be factorized into M a ®B(L 2 (G)) and N^®B(L 2 (G)\ respectively, by using the idea of Landstad, [9] , (Theorems 8.4 and 8.2). Recently, Roberts [14] has obtained interesting results which have close connection with ours.
The author wants to express his deep gratitude to Professor M. Takesaki for his valuable discussion and Professor M. Tomita for his encouragement.
la Preliminary
Let G be a locally compact group, dt the right invariant Haar measure and /(/) the integral
\f(t)dt.
The modular function A satisfies A(i)I(f) = I(f t ) for /EL l (G\ where f t (s)=f(ts).
Let A be the right regular representation of G on L 2 (G) 5 A(/) for / in L l (G) the integral and R(G) the von Neumann algebra generated by A(G) or k( When G is abelian, the spectrum G of L A (G) becomes a locally compact abelian group and the spectrum of L^G) is isomorphic to G. For £, v\ in L 2 (G) and / in L^G), using Plancherel theorem, we have (i.i) where * denotes the convolution, jftOs^r 1 ) and dC denotes the Haar measure on G associated with dt. We identify R(G) and £(0)* with L°°(G) and L^G), respectively, through the correspondence in (1.1):
Then the duality between G and G is expressed by 1 as the following diagram :
where A* denotes the dual of X to R(G)*. A is therefore considered as the Fourier transformation through the above identification (1.2). For a non abelian G, the duality theorem for G by Eymard, Takesaki and Saito [5, 17, 15] In what follows we shall identify the spectrum (the set of characters) of A(G) with the original G through L Now we define two mappings When a measure n converges to a Dirac measure s e at the unit e of G in the dual space of C(G) with the compact convergence topology, we say simply that /.t converges to s e in this paper. For example, let ^ be a compact symmetric neighbourhood of e, {i^} a fundamental system of compact symmeteric neighbourhoods of e satisfying ^2c=^r
and gr-= Xr-*Xr-l\\Xr-*Xr-\\i9 where x^ denotes the indicator function of . Then g r -eP(G) n K(G) + and a measure g^(t)dt converges to e e , where
Dual Action ft and Crossed Dual Product
In this section we shall define a dual action and a crossed dual product for our later Sections.
Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space jf and AutM the automorphism group of M. By an action of G on M we mean a homomorphism a: t eGi-x^e AutM such that for each x in M the mapping te&-*a t (x)eM is (j-strongly* continuous. Let {n o9 AJ be a covariant representation of {M, cr} on ^f ®L 2 (G) defined by
for ^6^®L 2 (G). The crossed product M® a G of M by G is the von Neumann algebra generated by n a (M) and /^(G). Since M®L°°(G) is isomorphic to the set L°°(G 5 M) of all essentially bounded M-valued a-weakly measurable functions on G by [12, 16] , n a (x) is identified with a function st-xr^x) in L°°(G, M). 
and (2.6 ) holds for M® a G and 4.
(ii) The argument will proceed similarly as (i Of course, N^^G is isomorphic to JV 2 ®^2G.
Duality for Crossed Product by a
We are now ready to show the following duality theorem for crossed products of von Neumann algebras by a locally compact group. Since \_A(r), A' 2 (r')]=0 for all r, r'eG, it follows from (3.4) that
We apply (3.3) and (3. 
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), we have for all a e G, where p is the isomorphism of D onto M®B obtained before.
Q. E. D.
Some Technical Lemmas for j8
Let N be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space JT and /? a dual action of G on N. For any 0 in R(G)% and co in N# we define linear mappings jff^ on JV and <£ to of N into #(G) by (By (1.6))
, eo®0®^> (By (2.6))
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of [11, Theorem 5 9 Chapter 3]. For the sake of completeness we shall give a direct proof.
Lemma 42. Le£ L be a von Neumann algebra and t^u(t) a weakly continuous unitary representation of G in L. If <j> is an ele-ment of L*, then t*-*u(i)*(j) (or u(i)(j), $u(t), $w(0*) is continuous (in norm).
By means of this lemma we know that the functions in the above lemma are Bochner integrable on every compact subset of G and their integrals exist in L*. 
|| (U(D* -H(S)*)0 1| ^ |
Since L 0 is total in L* in norm, t»-»u(f)*0 is continuous for all $ in L*.
As for the remaining functions t*-*u(t)(/) 9 <j)u(i) and $i/(£)* we can give their proofs in a similar way.
Q.E. D.
As <J(s), A(r)*0> = <A(sr" 1 ), 0>, we have
The following two lemmas are crucial from the technical point of view. In particular, Lemma 4.3 plays a role of Fourier expansion. 9 where y* is the dual norm of y-norm.
Proof, (i) We denote (4.5) by ^. By Lemma 4.2, rn-»A(r)*0 is continuous. Since A^eL^G) by assumption and ||A(r)*$|| = ||0||, the function rn-»<A(r), ^>(A(r)*0) is Bochner integrable and hencê exists in R(G)*. If /eL^G), then
The integral on the left hand side for all xeR(G). Here, since rt-><A(r)x, i^> is continuous, if <A(r)*, (^>Jr converges to e e , then i/r^ converges weakly to if/, From (4.8) and the assumption ||/dA <t <^|| 1 = l it follows that the norm of i/r^ is majorized by ||i^||. j8(x), <»<g)A(r)*0> <A(r), \l/>dr, which converges to <P(x), a}®\//> by (i). Since the set of all \l/ satisfying A*^ e K(G) is weakly dense, it is dense in R(G)^. Since the absolute value of the right hand side of (4.9) is majorized by ||x|| ||eo|| ||^|| by (i), y*-norm of (4.6) is bounded by ||x||. Therefore (4.6) converges weakly* to fl(x).
Q.E.D.
The above (ii) in Lemma 4.3 or the following remark can be used to prove (ii) in Theorem 7.1. However, we shall intend to utilize the former in this paper. (ii) // x = /? p (x) for some A^peXfG), the integral (4, 11) exists in N and coincides with x. (ii) By a similar reason as in the proof of (ii) in Lemma 4.3, (4.11) exists in N and is bounded. For any coeN* and any with = \ <P(x\ (4.12) •o®\li>.
(By (4.3) ).
Since Q.E.D.
5, Spectrum of f$
The spectrum of an action of G on a C*-algebra was investigated by the method of abstract harmonic analysis, [2] . We shall define the corresponding concept for a dual action of G on N by using the same ideas. When the set of x in N is trivial whose spectrum with respect to P is {e}, P is considered to be ergodic.
The basic theorem in Gelfand's theory for a commutative Banach algebra tells us that there is a bijection between the set of all maximal regular ideals m of ^(G)* and the spectrum G satisfying The following proposition is not necessary for later use. For each element j;ejR(G) the carrier suppOO of y is defined by Eymard [5] as sp y (y). We can describe sp p (x) in terms of the carriers of #"(* Q.E.D.
Fixed Points of a and ft
Let a be an action of G on M and a the dual action of G on M® a G dual to a. A generalized conditional expectation of M® a G onto (M® a G)* has been investigated by Landstad in his forthcomming paper, [9] . Using his results, we shall show that (M® a G)* = a(M). Similar argument for a dual action /J of G on N has been developed by Haagerup, [6] . In the latter half of this section we shall give an independent argument in order to show (N(g)j}G)T he case of a.
K(G) is a left Hilbert algebra with respect to a product (/, g)*-* f*g, an involution /i->/ and an inner product (f\g) = I(fg).
Using the left representation n of K(G) we have According to the choice of F in (6.2) we may assume that converges to s e . Since If yeM + 9 then {o^OO : g e F} is an increasing net in M+. Define £ a for yeM + by (6.4) £.00 = sup{a,00:flreF}.
Since co®/' for coeM* is a semi-finite normal weight on M®L°°(G) 5 we have
Since £ a (y) is not necessarily bounded, we shall take out the bounded part by considering the set n a of all x E M such that (6.6) <a(x*x), W®A><IJI X \\CO\\ coeMJ for some jU x >0. Since x*y*yx< ||j|| 2 x*x, n a is a left ideal of M. Put m a = n*n a . £ a is, by (6.4), linear and normal on M+ and is extended canonically over m a , which is denoted by £ a . Since j5(JV)czM a by (2.12), it suffices to show the converse inclusion. We first notice that the mapping yem (X^E<x ((l N ®g)y(l N ®g) )eM (X is aweakly continuous for each geF, where F is a net in K(G)+ defining /' given at (6.3). This is because by (6.6) and Then F = X*p for some peR(G)%. Therefore ) 9 
a»
Duality for Crossed Dual Product by ft
We shall show another duality theorem for crossed product, which is also a generalization of Takesaki's duality. 
) and the isomorphism transforms n(x) in the former to x®l c in the latter; and
Before going into the proof we shall prepare the following lemmas.
belongs to the von Neumann algebra generated by eL°°(G) and \ G ®R(G), where (e/)(s, t)=f(r l s).
(ii) Ad^'
Proof, (i) For each / and g in K(G) we set Proo/. The proof for FJ t^ and G| proceeds similarly as that for and G^. We have only consider the latter. (i) We first consider F^.
Since r^A(r)*^ and r*->y r -iCQ r are continuous by Lemma 4.2, n->(/L(r)*0)i^®j^-iCo' is continuous. Since A*<£, A+\l/ 6 K(G) and car A*((A(r)*0)^r) c (car A*0)r n car A*i/r, r»->(A(r)*0)^® y r -ico' has a compact carrier. Therefore F^ is Bochner integrable and hence it is the norm limit of vector forms.
As for G^ we have only notice that k*(j)eK(G) and r»->(l G ®A'(r)*) (o)'°Ad W) is continuous.
(ii) We first show that 
we complete the proof of (ii).
Combining Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 7.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. // M is of the form N®jG for some N and a dual action P of G on N, then
(i) M* = P(N)for a = j8; and
The existence of a pair {JV, /?} in the above corollary is always assured by Theorem 3.1 whenever M is properly infinite and G is separable.
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 6.1, we have the following corollary. 
ii) N®pG is isomorphic to
The existence of a pair of {M, a} in Corollary 7.5 is assured by Theorem 7.1 whenever N is properly infinite and G is separable.
Haga's Factorization of Crossed Product
In this section we shall establish a structure theorem of a crossed dual product corresponding to the Landstad's theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a given von Neumann algebra to be a crossed product with respect to a given locally compact group. Combining this theorem with the Takesaki's duality of second type, we can give a sufficient condition under which a Haga's factorization for a crossed product is possible. (ii)=>(i) Let m^ and N p be as in Section 6. Let F be an increasing net given at (6.2), namely, co e = sup{oK co eF}.
First we shall show that N is generated by N ft and u(i), t e G. If 0 e F, y e mj, co G ATJ and \j/ E /?(G)J, then = <P(yu(t)*) 9 Proof. for all /eL°°(G) 9 we have (i^®X'(r))*u(T)eB(Jir)®L™(G\ Therefore there is an essentially bounded weakly measurable function reGi->i>(r) in L™(G, B(jf)) such that v(r) are unitaries on Jf* for all r e G and w(r) = u(r)®r(r). Since w is a representation of G, so is v. The continuity of unitary representation is immediate from measurability.
(iii)=>(i) Let m a and N ft be as in Section 6. Let F be an increasing net given at (6.3), namely I f = sup{g: g eF}.
First we shall show that M is generated by M a and l jr ®L QO (G).
Suppose that y e m a . If fe e K(G\ geF 9 where ^(r) = fc(r~!). Therefore gives a sufficient condition under which Haga's factorization holds for a crossed product, [7] , in the following. for xeJV = M a and we know that (p®c)°a = (l°p and hence a is an action dual to /? through the isomorphism p. Therefore, by Corollary 7.4, we have a desired result.
Appendix
In this section we shall give a few comments on our results considered when we use the left regular representation of G on L 2 (G). Let 
